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Engross yourself in Julian Fellowesâ€™ multi-award winning drama with the full script of Season

Three, which includes previously unseen dialogue and drama as well as two 8-page color photo

inserts.Downton Abbey fever is stronger than ever!The most successful British drama of our time

continues to captivate viewers with its riveting storylines, stunning costumes, and unforgettable

performances by its cast. With Downton Abbeyâ€™s script from Season Threeâ€”which was the

most dramatic yetâ€”fans can go behind-the-scenes to learn all of the secrets.Offering readers the

opportunity to read the work in more detail and study the characters, pace and themes in depth, the

scripts include an introduction, exclusive commentary, full color photos, and additional material from

Julian Fellowes. Readers will be given invaluable insight into how Fellowes researched and crafted

the amazing world of Downton Abbey.A must for lovers of Downtown Abbey, the scripts will

enhance viewersâ€™ experience with the award-winning show that continues to enchant its

audience.
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Great (again!) book in the series. LOVE, LOVE LOVE JULIAN FELLOWS . . . . he's got to be the

best writer (in my book . . . . pun intended!) A little (okay, a lot) behind however. Series of 6 is now

over. HERE'S HOPING THE OTHER THREE SEASONS ARE IN THE HOPPER and not just

forgotten because the series is now over. I have all three and hope to complete the collection of ALL

SIX SEASONS! I ordered season 3 back in 2014 (on a pre-order basis). The season didn't become



available until the beg. of 2016!!! Appears as though the writer/publisher did not want to commit until

they knew they were to have enough orders in the hopper. I'll be really P.O.' d should the other

three seasons do not come to fruition . . . . PLEASE, JULIAN FELLOWS . . . . YOU'VE HAD A

HUGE, FAITHBUL FOLLOWING . . . . PLEASE DO NOT DISAPPOINT BY NOT FINISHING WHAT

YOU STARTED !!! Look forward to seeing the last three installments on a much more reasonable

timeline!!!

I'm a big fan of Downton Abbey, and I love scripts of all sorts...so this was a real treat for me. It's a

great addition to the two previous Script books, and I look forward to getting the remaining seasons

Devoted fans of Downton Abbey will just have to have this series of published scripts. Julian

Fellowes has so far published the complete scripts of the first three seasons of this iconic show, and

they are packed with anecdotes and behind-the-scenes details from Fellowes himself. We're given

no end of insights into how the exigencies of day-to-day shooting of a series affects the plot lines;

why a particular character may disappear for a few episodes; how the actors themselves contribute

to the development of the characters, and how Fellowes mined his own childhood experiences for

authenticity and detail.

If you love Downton Abbey you will love the scripts. The scripts are filled with the author's

comments regarding storyline, plot details, historical references, and television production decisions.

It is terrific fun to learn the author's thoughts and gain an insight into the creative process.

Like the first two seasons, this script book is excellent for understanding the nuances of each line

the characters of Downton Abbey are speaking, with great background information from Julian

Fellowes all along the way. I look forward to the publication of script books for subsequent seasons.

A gift for my 22-year old daughter who LOVES Downton. She has collected them all.

I was looking forward to receiving this script, as I have scripts for the 1st and 2nd seasons, and am

looking forward to scripts for the remainders of the show.

Reading the scripts is like viewing Series 3 with details that enrich each episode.
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